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The aim was to begin a tit-for-tat exchange with the hope of forcing the RAF to reduce their actions. To
increase the effect on civilian life, targets were chosen for their cultural and historical significance, rather than
for any military value. The main set of raids began late April , and ended by the end of May, though towns and
cities continued to be targeted for their cultural value for the next two years. By any measure, the attempt was
an abject failure. In the time following the original Blitz , a little over a year earlier, the RAF had dramatically
improved its night fighter capability and introduced the AMES Type 7 radar specifically for the night fighting
role. Nevertheless, the raids resulted in over 1, civilian deaths and tens of thousands of damaged homes. The
German offensive, a nine-month period of night bombing known as the Blitz , which had left London and
many other British cities heavily damaged, had come to an end in May , when the Luftwaffe had switched its
resources to the invasion of the Soviet Union. Thereafter it had confined itself to hit-and-run raids on British
coastal towns. New heavy bombers the Stirling and Halifax , followed by the Manchester and Lancaster ,
improved navigation with aids such as Gee and Oboe , new leadership with the appointment of AVM Harris
and new tactics the bomber stream , use of incendiaries , and focusing on a single target all contributed. Not
least of these was the switch to area bombing. Prior to this the RAF had attempted to make precision attacks,
aiming at individual factories, power stations, even post offices, in multiple strikes across the country; this had
been costly and ineffective. Now, Goebbels reported "the damage was really enormous" and "it is horrible
Community life there is practically at an end On 14 April he ordered "that the air war against England be
given a more aggressive stamp. Accordingly when targets are being selected, preference is to be given to those
where attacks are likely to have the greatest possible effect on civilian life. Besides raids on ports and industry,
terror attacks of a retaliatory nature Vergeltungsangriffe are to be carried out on towns other than London".
They belong to a class of human beings with whom you can only talk after you have first knocked out their
teeth. Baron Gustav Braun von Stumm, a spokesman for the German Foreign Office, is reported to have said
on 24 April , "We shall go out and bomb every building in Britain marked with three stars in the Baedeker
Guide",[9] a reference to the popular travel guides of that name. Goebbels was furious; keen to brand British
attacks as "terror bombing", he was equally keen to designate German efforts as "retaliatory measures". Each
raid would involve 30 to 40 aircraft, and to increase their effectiveness it was planned each would fly two
sorties per night. Thus each raid would involve two periods of 60 to 90 minutes, separated by two or three
hours. Whilst this raid caused little damage, a second raid the following night was more severe, with over 80
fatalities. The following night they also attacked Cowes , a target of both cultural and military value, being the
home of the J. During May the Luftwaffe also bombed Hull a major port, and thus a military target , Poole ,
Grimsby and, at the end of May, Canterbury. Hit-and-run raids on coastal towns by a few Focke-Wulf Fw
fighter-bombers continued also. On 27 April, Winston Churchill told the War Cabinet that the government
should do all it could to "ensure that disproportionate publicity was not given to these raids" and "avoid giving
the impression that the Germans were making full reprisal" for British raids. In July there were three raids on
Birmingham , another three on Middlesbrough and one on Hull, all industrial cities of military and strategic
value: In September they attacked Sunderland a port and industrial centre and Kings Lynn a market town of no
military value. By the autumn KG2 had lost 65 of its 88 crews and the offensive had slowed to a halt. To find
new ways to continue the pressure, the Luftwaffe experimented with both low-level and very high level
attacks. In August two modified Ju 86 bombers were employed making high altitude runs over southern
Britain. These operated with impunity for several weeks and one raid on Bristol on 28 August resulted in 48
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fatalities. These flights were halted when the RAF fielded a similarly modified flight of Spitfires and caught
one of these bombers in the highest air battle of the war. Fighter Command responded and three of the
attackers were shot down. However, the strength of the Luftwaffe in the west had drained away,[20] while the
RAF had gone from strength to strength, regularly mounting raids of or more aircraft on Germany. These were
reinforced with a fast bomber wing, SKG 10 of Fw fighter bombers. After a lull in February they returned in
March leading to the Bethnal Green Tube disaster , where people died. Again, new approaches were tried; in
June a raid on Grimsby saw the use of " butterfly bombs ", a delayed action anti-personnel device, which
resulted in heavy civilian casualties. This raid caused casualties, the majority to people returning to their
homes after the all-clear, and disturbing one of these devices. While British radar was negated, the raid caused
little damage. With the continuing losses of experienced personnel the German crews were increasingly made
up of inexperienced replacements, with a corresponding drop in effectiveness. By the end of the Luftwaffe had
mounted some 20 raids, in which more than 10 tonnes of bombs had been dropped, a total of 2, tons for the
whole year. These caused 2, deaths and 3, injuries, according to a report by Lord Cherwell. Furthermore, the
report pointed out that these raids were confined to towns on or near the coast, and that fires caused by
bombing only accounted for one-thirtieth of all the incidents dealt with by the Fire Service. January saw a
switch to London as the principal target for retaliation; on 21 January the Luftwaffe mounted Operation
Steinbock , an all-out attack on London employing all of its available bomber force in the west. This too was
largely a failure, with heavy losses for little gain.
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